Fun With Word Shapes

Complete the activity by writing the correct word in the boxes below.

1. the
2. I
3. is
4. you
5. for
6. we
7. and
8. a
9. said
10. go
11. it
12. up
13. we
14. in
15. look
16. little
Fun With Word Shapes

Complete the activity by writing the correct word in the boxes below.

down  one  come  jump
can  my  blue  away
see  me  red  here
not  big  where  help
Fun With Word Shapes

Complete the activity by writing the correct word in the boxes below.

1. play
2. little
3. one
4. funny
5. make
6. look
7. see
8. come
9. you
10. down
11. two
12. run
13. said
14. three
15. yellow
16. find
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